
Accessories

Flooring in different sorts of material

18.000
Beech core board medium brown, 
black, oak-coloured, natural, glazed 
or sealed with a 2 component 
lacquer in accordance with RAL.

18.010  
A Multiplex board medium  
brown, black, oak-coloured,  
natural, glazed or sealed  
with a 2 component lacquer  
in accordance with RAL.

18.003
Pegulan

18.004
Dance floor

18.012
Round patterned rubber 
flooring

18.015
Serigraphy board, dark brown  
also for use outdoors

18.005
Needled felt, green

18.007
MDF core board, natural, 
coated once

18.008
Patterned metal plates, square

18.009
Grids also for use outdoors

18.018
Decking, oak parquet or oak 
laminate

18.019
Decking, beech parquet or 
beech laminate



 

Internal stage leg brackets to connect 2 
stage legs to the staging frame for staggered
assembly of the Praktikus stage

Use internal stage leg brackets

Transport steering and castors 
attached to the four corner brackets of a 
Praktikus staging unit to create a trolly.

Curtain with Velcro®

Wooden screen with sliding  
threads and sleeve nuts

Stage edge with Velcro®, to attach 
the curtains, incl. attaching parts
Lengths: 100 cm, 200 cm

Fixing attachments and attaching 
 part of the buffer strip

Buffer strip made out of Alu- 
minium L Pro 50 x 20 x 3 mm with  

fixing attachments, incl. attaching parts
Lengths: 100 cm, 200 cm

 

Plastic rails reducted movement  
of stage platform (e.g. dancing)

Steckfußklammerau0en zur Ver-
bindung von 2 Steckfüßen mit dem  
Bühnenrahmen für gestufte  
Aufstellung von Bühne Praktikus

G-clamp, for a solid connection  
of the staging frame

External stage leg brackets to connect 
the staging frame to the stage leg of the 

Praktikus stage with tiered assembly 
(staging frames undercut)

Use external stage leg brackets 

Coupling brackets to connect a staging 
frame to a stage leg of the Praktikus  
stage with tiered assembly and  
lateral screens (parallel staging frames)

Use coupling brackets

 

Trolley with handle

Use iron brackets

Connecting bracket to additionally  
connect stage legs for tiered and  
horizontal assembly of the Praktikus  
stage

Use connecting bracket

Quick connector guarantees  
to movement of stage platforms.


